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Abstract. We are rarely fully aware of the negative consequences of our decisions. This paper explores the idea of user interfaces that make negative consequences more salient by representing them as physical weights that users carry with them. We focus on conveying carbon footprint, and report on lessons learned from two self-experiments using low-tech prototypes.

Résumé. Nous sommes rarement pleinement conscients des conséquences négatives de nos décisions. Cet article explore l’idée d’interfaces utilisateur qui rendent les conséquences négatives plus saillantes en les représentant comme des poids que les utilisateurs portent sur eux. Nous nous concentrerons sur la représentation de l’empreinte carbone, et nous rapportons les leçons tirées de deux expériences personnelles utilisant des prototypes de faible technicité.
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1 INTRODUCTION

We often make decisions that benefit us in the short term, but negatively impact our health, the environment, or other living beings. In order to make better and more fair decisions, we need to better understand their negative impact and be more aware of them. Some research in human-computer interaction investigates how to use novel user interfaces to that effect. Part of it focuses on promoting pro-environmental behavior. For instance, Assor et al. [4] explored how to convey the environmental impact of our actions in a visceral way, by rendering our waste in our direct environment using augmented reality. Physical data representations have also been explored, such as the participatory data physicalization by Sauvé et al. [27], which encodes the carbon footprint of past meals through wooden tokens of different sizes.

In this paper, we extend prior research on physical data representations by exploring how to encode the negative consequences of our decisions as physical burdens we carry in our daily activities. We focus on carbon footprint, as it is expressed as a mass and therefore naturally translates to a physical weight. We report two self-experiments based on low-technology prototypes. Based on these self-experiments, we discuss benefits and opportunities of using physical load to encode the negative impact of our decisions.
2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Eco-Feedback

Our work relates to eco-feedback technologies, which “provide feedback on individual or group behaviours with a goal of reducing environmental impact” [10]. Various user interfaces have been developed for reducing energy use [11, 12, 25, 26], transport-related emissions [9, 21], and waste [3, 4, 16], with feedback ranging from numerical to concrete, visceral representations [4, 18]. Although eco-feedback seeks to promote positive behavior, actual behavior change is very difficult, including because people may not understand what behavior to adopt [7], and may have a limited range of options [5, 28]. Regardless, some people wish to better understand and be more often reminded of the impact of their decisions on the environment, which is invisible and easy to forget about. We explore to what extent using physical load to encode personal environmental impact may help achieve this goal.

2.2 Data physicalization

Data physicalizations are “physical artifacts whose geometry or material properties encode data” [15]. Researchers in this area have suggested that the weight of physical objects can be used to encode data [13, 15], but this idea has been very little explored. One exception is the recent design by Lindrup et al. [20], which encodes the carbon footprint of food through the weight of physical tokens which users can manipulate. We similarly explore the idea of encoding food-related carbon footprint with weight, but the weights are carried by users over extended periods of time and in a way that demands effort. All such designs encode static data; hardware systems have been proposed for varying weight dynamically [24], but implementing dynamic weights is challenging in general.

2.3 Exertion Interfaces

Also related to our work is the area of exertion interfaces, i.e. user interfaces that require physical effort [23]. A few VR studies have explored turning environmental impact into effortful actions: people were asked to refill a water bottle multiple times to accumulate the equivalent of a toilet flush or a 1-min shower [14], to cut a tree to better understand deforestation caused by paper production [1], or to stack sand bags in front of their window to anticipate an upcoming flood [22]. All such actions involve physical movements and therefore real effort. Here, we focus on carrying physical loads, and we take an ambient feedback approach where the effortful activity is extended over time and integrated into daily activities, rather than being part of a one-shot experience.

3 SELF-EXPERIMENTATION 1: MEAT IMPACT

One of the co-authors (which we will refer to as the subject) conducted an informal self-experimentation over the course of two weeks in order to test the idea of carrying the physical weight of one’s emissions. The goal was also to help us reflect on the concept, identify issues, limitations and opportunities, and generate new ideas.

3.1 Method

The method was progressively developed over the course of the self-experimentation. On day 1, the subject created a spreadsheet to keep a log of all their meat consumption, including the type and weight of each meat consumed, and an estimation of its carbon footprint using external sources such as the Open Food Facts database. The focus on meat was for simplicity, and because meat has the largest carbon footprint across all food types. On day 4, the subject decided to carry each unit of weight for 30 minutes. For example, eating a burger with an estimated CO2 footprint of 3 kg requires subsequently carrying 3 kg for 30 minutes. This arbitrary duration was chosen based on how long the first weight was carried on day 1. The subject also decided to rely on a debt scheme, where each new meat-related footprint adds to a total debt expressed in kilogram-minute, which can be reduced anytime by carrying any amount of weight for any amount of time. This approach was chosen to accommodate daily life constraints, as it does not require to carry weights every day.
3.2 Weights Carried

The subject carried different amounts of weight in different ways. A detailed log is available at https://osf.io/mbwyd. We provide a brief summary here. On day 1, the subject filled a freezer bag with about 400 g of sand, corresponding to the emissions of a fried rice dish containing 30 g of bacon and 30 g of shrimps. They then carried the bag in their vest pocket for 30 minutes while cleaning the table and the kitchen. On day 5, the subject had accumulated a debt of about 7 kg, which they carried as sand bags in their backpack for about 1 hour on their way to work and back, on top of their existing 5-kg backpack load (Figure 1-a,b). On day 6, the subject carried a 2-kg debt from the day before as wrist weights designed for workout, during a 30-minute work meeting (Figure 1-c). On day 11, the subject paid back a 6-kg debt by carrying wrist weights and ankle weights (Figure 1-d) for 30 minutes in a store and at home. Finally, on day 14, the subject paid back another 6-kg debt by carrying the same weights for another 30 minutes during a walk in the woods. The subject then got sick and stopped the self-experimentation.

3.3 Thoughts and Observations

Here are some observations and insights that arose during the self-experimentation. Here we report them in bulk and will organize them more systematically in the next section. More details can be found in the OSF project.

3.3.1 Awareness.

- This exercise made it very clear that the weight of a meat’s carbon emissions is significant, and always greater than the weight of the meat itself (from 5 to 30 times heavier).
- A small number of meals had a very high impact. However, the impact of those individual meals was not very salient, because the subject was typically wearing weight debts accumulated over many meals.
- The self-logging activities (e.g., estimating meat weight, searching for info about carbon impact, and maintaining a spreadsheet) did a lot of the work in increasing awareness and understanding. With the use of conditional formatting in the spreadsheet, the impact of individual meals was also very visible and salient.

3.3.2 Noticeability and difficulty.

- The weight carried in a vest pocket was more noticeable and harder to forget than the heavier weights carried in a backpack, because it produced a more unusual feeling.
• Backpack weights were much more salient when putting on and taking off the backpack, and going upstairs.
• During the work meeting, wrist weights required no effort when arms were resting on the table, but could be felt a lot when typing on the keyboard. Ankle weights felt very heavy when climbing stairs.
• Like the pocket weight, the body sensations provided by wrist/ankle weights were more unusual than a backpack, and therefore harder to ignore and to forget about.

3.3.3 Valence.
• Carrying weights was initially a positive experience because it was part of a fun experiment, and could be conceptualized as a healthy exercise. It however became unpleasant when the subject started to get sick, and got worse when a walk in the woods turned into a walk in a muddy and swampy area under heavy rain.

3.3.4 Other.
• In the woods, the subject had to go around a stream because the ankle weights did not allow safe crossing. This revealed that weights can also restrict someone’s freedom of movement and set of choices.
• The subject felt self-conscious when wearing wrist and ankle weights, so they avoided doing so in public: weights were removed after the private meeting, and hid underneath clothes during the walk in the woods.
• Accumulating a weight debt felt uncomfortable and catching up felt liberating, just like e-mails.

4 SELF-EXPERIMENTATION 2: WEIGHT JACKET
Over the course of 11 days, another co-author kept track of the carbon impact of their food – all food items included – and car rides (details also in the OSF project). They also decided to prototype a weight jacket.

4.1 Prototype
The weight jacket (Figure 1-e) was made of six bags filled with gravels and attached to a jacket using safety pins. The six bags weighed 2.7 kg in total, representing the carbon equivalent weight of a breakfast, lunch, and dinner for a typical day, including one meat-based meal. However, the jacket was not used to carry the logged weights.

4.2 Thoughts and Observations
• The jacket did not constrain the subject’s movements, allowing them to go through their daily activities.
• All co-authors tried the jacket and found the weights well-balanced, making them easy to carry.
• The subject soon realized that carrying the weight of car rides using the jacket would not be feasible, as the car’s impact was 14 kg per day on average (min: 0 kg, max: 55 kg). After 11 days, the accumulated impact of food was 22 kg, vs. 156 kg for the car.
• Generally, the weight jacket seems more fitting for limited weights. It appears difficult to craft a very heavy weight jacket without it becoming bulky or awkward to wear.

5 DISCUSSION
Based on our literature search, our experimentation and our reflections, we propose a conceptual framework that can help think about the dimensions that need to be considered when designing a system for carrying the weight of personal carbon dioxide emissions. Then, we discuss potential difficulties and key limitations of the idea.

5.1 Conceptual Framework
5.1.1 Duration. How long should we carry the weight of a single decision? If we had beef at lunch, should we carry 4.6 kg for 30 minutes, an hour, or until the next meal? The decision could be arbitrary (as we did in our self-experimentation), but there are also principled ways of deriving a duration. As an example, the duration could be be based on the time necessary for the Earth to absorb the same amount of CO₂. It is assumed that the
Earth’s carbon sinks can absorb roughly 18.2 Gt of CO₂ per year [8] (which is about half of what was emitted in 2021). If we divide this carbon budget equally among all 8 billion people, everyone gets a personal budget of about 2.3 tons per year, that is, 6.3 kilograms per day. Therefore, a steak emitting roughly 4 kg of CO₂ would require to carry its carbon impact during 15 hours. However, this calculation is just to illustrate a principled way of deciding how long to carry a weight – its practical suitability and relevance are open to debate.

5.1.2 Time granularity. Users may carry the weight of decision after decision, or carry the aggregated weight of multiple decisions, as in our self-experiment. No aggregation might make it easier to understand the consequence of individual decisions. At the same time, aggregating multiple decisions (e.g., a week worth of meat) can lead to an experience that is much more salient. Conversely, the weight of a single decision can be carried all at once, or split and carried on several occasions over time. Some decisions are too heavy to be carried at once, e.g., a 250-km car trip emits 55 kg. Some people may be able to carry this weight, but most likely prefer to carry, e.g., ten times 5.5 kg instead. However, in doing so, they might not feel the weight as much. How time granularity affects the subjective experience of effort is an important question that needs to be addressed by psychology research.

5.1.3 Delay. The weight of a decision can be carried as soon as the decision is made or later in time. Delay relates to time granularity, because aggregating multiple decisions implies delaying carrying the weight of the first decisions. In general, immediate carrying likely facilitates the mental association between the decision and its negative impact. However, achieving zero delay seems technically challenging. In principle, we could imagine intelligent actuated vests that get instantly heavier as we make decisions, but as we already discussed in subsection 2.2, supporting dynamically-varying weights is challenging. In addition, for such a vest to be safe, it would have not to change during activities such as driving or biking. We could instead imagine a vest that updates its weight when we dock it to a liquid pump, which is more realistic but does not achieve zero delay. However, despite the possibilities offered by all such user interface technologies, there remain clear benefits to using low-tech solutions such as ours, including ease of implementation and lower environmental impact [19]. Note that we could also carry the weight of meals before eating them, e.g., to get a preview before we decide.

5.1.4 Weight granularity. Weights can be more or less precise depending on the equipment used. Sand or water can be adjusted precisely, but they require containers and DIY skills to be attached to body parts. In contrast, weights designed for workouts are convenient and can be used immediately, but they only permit adjustments in discrete steps. In our case, we only had access to 1-kg and 2-kg weights for wrists and ankles, requiring us to round the numbers. However, since carbon emission estimates are typically imprecise, this might not be an issue.

5.1.5 Coverage. People may decide to carry the weight of all or most of their decisions (high coverage), or only focus on a specific type of decision (low coverage). High coverage is difficult to achieve in practice, unless advanced sensing and inference technology is developed in the future – for example, we could imagine a wearable system that continuously tracks the user’s physical and digital activities, and uses machine learning to estimate the carbon impact of their decisions in real time. But in practice, today, low coverage is the only realistic option. Low coverage can have advantages, however, as it can help users focus on specific objectives: for example, a user could decide to focus on improving their travel habits or food habits, and to set themselves a daily budget.

5.1.6 Carrying method. As our self-experiments illustrated, there are many ways to carry weights. Some distribute the load over the body (the weight jacket) or put it on places where it is natural to carry weights (a backpack). Unless the load is very heavy, these methods allow carrying weights during daily activities without any major discomfort and over potentially long periods of time. However, users may end up completely forgetting the weights. Some methods (e.g., ankle and wrist weights) put weights on potentially unusual places and might have more potential to maintain sustained awareness, although habituation may form. Other approaches may involve purposeful action from users, such as weightlifting equipment whose difficulty depends on past carbon emissions.
5.2 Difficulties and Limitations

5.2.1 Unclear if it leads to behavior change. The ultimate measure of success for any eco-feedback system is behavior change. We have only started to explore a concept, and have not collected any evidence that carrying the weights of our decisions can effectively lead to positive, lasting behavior change. There are plausible mechanisms by which it could be the case. Ambient data physicalizations such as these can make the negative impact of users’ decisions more salient, make the quantities more visceral, and therefore improve their awareness and understanding. This could in turn lead to behavior change, at least some of the time. For example, a user who needs to choose between beef and a plant-based steak may associate beef with a memorable past experience of having to carry a heavy load, and thus choose the second option. But this needs to be confirmed by studies. There are also reasons why such systems could sometimes lead to negative behavior change, as discussed next.

5.2.2 Undesirable consequences. Many aspects of the system are outside the designer’s control and can lead to unforeseen consequences. For one, the valence of a weight-carrying activity is hard to predict – it highly depends on people and their situation, and it can range from very painful to highly pleasurable. The potential for pain or even harm raises serious ethical concerns. Conversely, it seems wrong that carrying personal carbon emissions could be experienced as a fun or healthy exercise. But the main point of the system is to promote self-awareness, not to provide a way of humiliating or shaming, or a means of self-punishment or penance. If the activity is experienced as neutral or fun but causes users to think more often about carbon impact, this is positive, as long as it does not encourage bad behavior. Another risk is that the system triggers a moral licensing effect [17]. After having carried the weight of their decisions, some users may feel like they atoned for their bad decisions, and therefore feel free of guilt. This may cause them to maintain their behavior or adopt even worse behaviors.

5.2.3 Small and specific user base. Using such a system can only be a personal choice. Therefore, it cannot be used to educate people for whom carbon emissions are not a major concern. Thus it may seem that this type of system is “preaching to the choir”, by targeting people who are already sensitive to environmental issues. However, we know that people’s decisions are rarely aligned with their attitudes [2]. Therefore, many people may welcome a system that acts as a constant reminder of their commitments, and motivates them to act in a way that aligns with their ideals. A valid criticism is that such a user base could be a tiny proportion of the population.

5.2.4 Not very informative. The information provided to users is minimal: users can make inferences, e.g., they can learn the food items with the most impact after having tried different dishes and carried different weights. However, the insights that can be gained from an interactive visualization system are far richer [6]: such a system could give a much better overview of the different decisions and their emissions, show trends over time, and give detailed information about the causes of the emissions. We envision weight-carrying systems as a complement, not as a replacement. Similarly, it is not enough for users to know what they did bad – they need to be explained how to do better. This could be addressed by decision-support systems, possibly wearable ones, that help users make decisions aligned with their personal goals. Nonetheless, weight-carrying systems have the opportunity to fill a unique niche by adding a tangible, vivid, and pervasive dimension that can help promote behavior change.

6 CONCLUSION

We began to explore the idea of user interfaces that convey the negative consequences of our decisions as physical loads. We identified both promising opportunities and serious challenges. We focused on carbon emissions as a case study. Our approach and most of our discussions could be generalized to other types of negative consequences, although if they have units other than mass or volume, the mapping might not be as natural.
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